
Cryptographic Engineering 2021-22

Exercise 1

In this exercise you will implement a physical True Random Number Generator (TRNG) on
the Xilinx PYNQ-Z2 platform following a hw/sw co-design methodology.

The exercise has a total of 20 points. See ‘Marking Scheme’ for more information.

The deadline for code submission is: 9th November 23:59.
See ‘Code Submission’ for more information.

Download ‘assignment1.zip’ from https://www.iaik.tugraz.at/ce and open the cryptoprocessor
project using Vivado 2019.1. In this exercise you will implement a TRNG and make it a new
instruction of the cryptoprocessor.

Task 1 (Total 12 points)
It has two parts, 1.1 and 1.2.

1.1
Implement a Ring Oscillator (RO)-based TRNG in the FPGA. It should use jitter as the
entropy source.

Your TRNG description must be present within the module TRNG_RO( ). You are not
allowed to change the interface of the module.

In the Vivado project, the TRNG_RO( ) module is present inside the TRNG_wrapper( )
module. The provided TRNG_wrapper( ) does necessary jobs related to communications
with the instruction-decoder and the memory of Cryptoprocessor( ). The flow of
computations is described as follows:

1. When the Cryptoprocessor wants to generate random data, it asks the
TRNG_wrapper( ) module to write fresh random words into the memory.

https://www.iaik.tugraz.at/ce


2. Then TRNG_wrapper( ) enables the TRNG_RO( ) module by making the ‘en’ signal 1
from its default value 0. When no random data is needed, ‘en’ is set as 0 and the
TRNG_RO( ) module is disabled.

3. When TRNG_RO( ) is enabled, it generates one 64-bit random word. Basically, it
generates random bits serially and stores them in the 64-bit buffer ‘rng_reg’. When
the buffer is full, TRNG_RO( ) stops writing new bits into ‘rng_reg’ and it keeps
‘rng_ready’ as 1. The initial value of ‘rng_ready’ is 0.

4. TRNG_wrapper( ) module checks whether ‘rng_ready’ is 0/1. When it finds that
‘rng_ready’=1, it knows that a 64-bit bit random word is ready at the output of
TRNG_RO( ). It writes the random word in the memory and then makes ‘en’=0.

5. When more random words are needed, the steps 2-4 are iterated.

In Task-1, you need to implement the TRNG_RO( ) module.

1.2
On the processing system (i.e., the ARM processor), perform entropy evaluation of the
generated random data under the non-iid assumption. Perform necessary modifications to
the TRNG hardware so that the TRNG-generated data satisfies a min-entropy of at least
0.80.

For the entropy evaluation, you should use the C++ codes that are available in the
‘entropy_estimation’ subdirectory of the SDK project. For a meaningful entropy evaluation,
the random data of size is set to 1,000,000 bits.

Task 2 (Total 8 points)
Now implement any one of the following two tests in hardware so that we can check the
level entropy in real-time.

1. Collision estimate as the module ‘Collision_estimate( )’

2. Markov estimate as the module ‘Markov_estimate( )’

The designed module needs to be instantiated inside TRNG_wrapper().

The entropy estimation module will read the output random bits from ‘rng_reg’ based on the
status of ‘rng_ready’ and perform on-the-fly entropy evaluation. When the module processes
at least 1 million random bits produced by TRNG_RO( ), it sets the ‘estimation_done’ signal
1 and ‘estimation_report’ signal to 1 or 0 based on the approximate level of entropy is above
or below 0.80.

If TRNG_wrapper( ) sees that the entropy estimation has produced ‘estimation_report=0’,
then it informs the Cryptoprocessor that the TRNG is not functioning properly.

Hints: In the given FPGA, there is no memory to store 1 million bits. You need to simplify the
estimation tests so that they can be implemented in hardware and consume a small area
and memory. A small approximation error (<0.1) in the entropy estimation is considered as
acceptable.



Submission guidelines
● The deadline for submitting your project is 9th November 23:59.
● You will upload your project to the git repository of your team.

Marking scheme
Task 1 (12 points)

● You get 8 points in Task 1 if you (1) have a working implementation satisfying the
requirements specified in 1.1 and 1.2  and (2) you defend your work successfully.

Otherwise you do not get any points for Task 1 overall.

● You get 0 to 4 points based on how well your implementation of Task 1 performs (in
terms of resource requirements, speed, and quality) compared to the
implementations of other teams and our own reference implementation.

Task 2 (8 points)
● You get 4 points in Task 2 if you (1) have a working implementation of any one of the

two estimation blocks in hardware and (2) you defend your work successfully.

Otherwise you do not get any points for Task 2 overall.

● You get 0 to 4 points based on how well your implementation of Task 2 performs (in
terms of resource requirements, speed, and any additional features such as
innovations) compared to the implementations of other teams and our own reference
implementation.


